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It's an extraordinary day on Pebble Island for three frogs when one of them discovers a beautiful

white egg. They've never seen a chicken egg before, but they're sure that's what this must be. So

when the egg hatches and out crawls a long green, scaly creature, they naturally call it . . . a

chicken! From award winning-artist Leo Lionni, here's a hilarious case of mistaken identity that

children are sure to delight in.
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"An Extraordinary Egg" is a beginning reader picture book about three sister frogs that live on an

island. One of the frogs, Jessica, finds an egg in some stones and brings it home. The three sister

frogs believe it is a chicken egg, even though none of them has ever seen a chicken. The egg

hatches, and it is an alligator but the frogs still think it is a chicken. They all become good friends,

and "the chicken" even saves Jessica's life one day when she falls into the water. Soon though, the

chicken's mother and the "chicken" are fatefully reunited. Jessica goes back and tells her sisters

that it was very funny that the chicken's mother should call it "my sweet alligator." After all, their

chicken couldn't have been an alligator! I found this picture book by Leo Lionni particularly

appropriate for children 4-5 years old, especially kindergarteners. I absolutely loved this humorous

tale of three frogs who adopt an alligator they call "chicken" as their friend. Numerous lesson plans



for teachers be drawn from its text, including concepts such as friendship, nature, and differences

among animals. As part of my author study for World Literature for Children, I compiled a lesson

plan about the many differences between chickens, frogs, and alligators. I had students make a

chart listing the differences among each. They also explored new vocabulary, like the word

"extraordinary," and each child was able to name something they thought was extraordinary. At the

end of the lesson, students could write a follow-up story to "An Extraordinary Egg" and illustrate it

with some of the same materials that Leo Lionni used to make the pictures for the book.The

illustrations in "An Extraordinary Egg" are nothing short of amazing and beautiful.
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